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Marsha P. Johnson legendary transgender
rights activist and popular figure in New York
City’s gay art scene from the 1960s, renown for
wearing thrift store dresses, flower crowns and
tinsel-laced wigs, makes a first performance
début on a theater stage in Sabled Fables a
production by the Hot Peaches presented at
Sammy’s Bowery Follies, NY, in June.

Sur Rodney (Sur) exhibits Candy Darlings, in
a group invitational at 112 Greene St, NYC.
The artwork presents a large b/w Photostat
documenting his performance mimicking a
picture of Warhol Superstar Candy Darling he’d
seen reproduced in an issue of AFTERDARK
magazine. The Photostat exhibited has Sur
posing foreground to three of his life sized
paintings of Candy Darling’s pose.

Lorraine O’Grady’s second performance,
Nefertiti/Devonia Evangeline, premiered at Just
Above Midtown Gallery on October 31. In an
unexpected turn of events, one month after Mlle
Bourgeoise Noire’s invasion of the avant-garde
gallery protesting the timidity of its artists,
Linda Goode Bryant, the gallery’s visionary
founder-director, invited O’Grady to represent JAM in Dialogues, an exhibit created to
showcase nearly a dozen downtown alternative
art spaces. This new occasion was fundamentally different than Mlle Bourgeoise Noire, this
performance compared the difficult relationship of O’Grady and her sibling Devonia via
historic comparison to Nefertiti and the younger
Mutnedjmet. O’Grady also addressed political
targets such as doomed attempts to identify
with “African” cultures and to resurrect their
rituals then current in certain strains of AfricanAmerican art.

Joe Lewis performs Autos’ Six Handed Choppin’
at Franklin Furnace. The following year
Distances: Movement and Shape of the Universe,
not Built to Scale, is performed in a New York
University Parking Lot at Grand and Broadway,
NYC; 3 Mercer Store; and at 96 Grand. Lewis
renown for his co-directorship of Fashion Moda
in the Bronx, curates and mounts numerous
exhibitions and performance events. Lewis will
be awarded grants in new genre from CAPS
and the NEA for his performance work from
1976-1982.

Jack Waters co-founds Allied Productions, Inc.
discerning that his practice of mixing diverse
creative forms would be best facilitated by
fusing his interest in collaboration and social

process with how his art is realized. This same
year Waters co-founds POOL, a choreographer’s collective that creates and performs
multi media performance, rituals, site specific
installations, and ephemeral events, and
performs at White Dog Studio, Tilted Arc at
Federal Plaza and Squat Theater the following year. POOL becomes the resident dance
company of the legendary Pyramid Club in New
York City’s East Village during the 1980s.

full-length mink coat over a Jackson Pollock
dress painted by Mike Bidlo. The gallery would
become one of the best known in the East
Village during this boon with Sur’s assistance
from 1982-1988 representing artists Guy
Augeri, Buster Cleveland, Claudia DeMonte,
Jonathan Ellis, Judy Glantzman, Rodney
Alan Greenblat, Al Hansen, Stephen Lack, Ed
McGowin, Marilyn Minter & Christof Kohlofher,
David Sandlin, Hope Sandrow, David West,
David Wojnarowicz, and Rhonda Zwillinger.
Lorraine O’Grady performs Rivers, First Draft,
a one-time only performance created by
O’Grady for “Art Across the Park,” curated by
Gilbert Coker and Horace Brockington. It was
performed in the Loch, a northern section
of Central Park, on August 18. Presented as
a “collage-in-space,” with different actions
taking place simultaneously on two sides of
the stream and further up the hill, it was a
three-ring circus of movement and sound that,
unlike the random-ness of Futurists attempting
to shout each other down, played more like a
unitary dream.

The Gracie Mansion Gallery sets up in a storefront at 337 East 10th Street in the East Village
with Sur Rodney (Sur) as co-director. The
gallery moves to a more spacious storefront
at 167 Avenue A in 1984. The following year
PEOPLE magazine will feature Gracie and Sur
celebrated amongst the most intriguing people
in America for the December 1985 issue. The
controversial double page spread, styled
by Sur, has him standing alongside a limo
parked in front of the Life Cafe on 10th Street
at Avenue B, outfitted in a chauffer’s uniform,
holding a tray with martini glasses with Gracie
in rhinestone studded sunglasses wearing a

Sur Rodney (Sur) performs Untitled (Taped
Mouth) at the Gracie Mansion Gallery. Sur’s
gesture informing his choice to remain silent.
The performance was staged for a photographer sent to take a portrait of Gracie and Sur
sitting in an installation created by Rodney
Alan Greenblat for an article on the gallery that
appears in the SoHo Weekly News.
Lorraine O’Grady’s Art Is. . ., a joyful performance in Harlem’s African-American Day
Parade, was, from the point of view of the
work’s connection with its audience, O’Grady’s
most immediately successful piece. It’s
impetus had been to answer the challenge of a
non-artist acquaintance that “avant-garde art
doesn’t have anything to do with black people.”
O’Grady’s response was to put avant-garde art
into the largest black space she could think of,
the million-plus viewers of the parade. A 9 x
15 ft. antique-styled gold frame mounted on
the gold-skirted float moved slowly up Adam
Clayton Powell Boulevard, framing everything
it passed as art, and the 15 young actors and
dancers dressed in white, framed viewers
with empty gold picture frames to shouts of
“Frame me, make me art!” and “That’s right,
that’s what art is!”

As part of a final Happening at a memorial
event and program organized by Geoffrey
Hendricks and Sur Rodney (Sur) for the
artist Al Hansen at Judson Memorial Church,
Hendricks and his collaborator Sur perform in
an unusually styled “wedding event.”

Charles McGill performs Playing Through a
performance component to his exhibition
Black Baggage at Gallery M in Harlem, NY. The
performance has McGill hitting golf balls from
various locations in Harlem: from the hood of
an abandoned charred automobile draped with
a piece of artificial grass, from a pile of whole
watermelons placed in the gutter, and other
sites. Soap Box-Style speeches were given at
the various sites. McGill is accompanied by Paul
Leroy Gehres, his caddy, popularly known as
the artist Leroy “King of Art.”

Tracey Rose presents Span I and Span II for
‘Graft’, the Colin Richards curated show at the
SANG during the 2nd Johannesburg Biennale
in South Africa. Rose sat with shaved head on
a sideways TV displaying a close up image of a
reclining nude, a classic art history image.
Head bent, Rose busied herself with knotting
strands of her own shaven hair. The bravura
performance took place inside a glass cabinet.
In Span I, the complementary part of the piece,
a red-overalled prisoner incised text on to
the opposite wall of the gallery, memories from
Rose’s childhood, often dealing with the role
that hair, how straight it was, how curly, and
thus how it defined race, had played in
her childhood.

Nayland Blake video Starting Over, is presented
at the Matthew Marks Gallery, NY, for his
exhibition Double Fantasy. In the video Blake
dances with taps on his shoes wearing a bunny
suit made to weigh the same as his lover,
Philip Horvitz. Under the weight of the suit he
struggles with an attempt to follow choreographic directions from Horvitz who can be
heard offstage. Blake’s work often explores
ideas about whiteness and blackness, not only
as they relate to race, but also as skin itself
and how that skin determines one’s identity.
Blake, whose mother is white and father is
black, has presented work which often deals
with role-playing and asks questions about
the search for identity and considers role
playing, the skin’s role in race and personal
identity, and the concept of “passing” in terms
of identity.

Kalup Linzy performs at Le Petit Versailles, an
East Village community garden that presents
events including art exhibits, music, film/video,
performance, theater and community projects.
For a small group in attendance he performs
Labisha (the diva), in a Diva in Distress and
screens some of his early videos. He returns in
2005 to perform a Tina Turner impression and
show his video Conversation with the Churen
IV: Play Wit De Churen for an overflow crowd.

Derek Jackson creates a platform for his
performance Night Life as an environment for
Galen Richmond’s curated 2009 the Sacred and
Profane, an annual arts festival at the Battery
Steele, on Peak’s Island, just off Portland, ME.
Night Life presented “True Love” lyrics and
vocals by Derek Jackson, video documentation
by Charles Lum, still photographs by Tarabelle,
music by Jim Doherty, LED stage by Tom
West, a mirrored dance floor by Aaron Krach,
bunny suit by Diana Duane worn by Jackson,
guest performances by Burn Kit 2600, Goldie
Peacock, Ren, Tarabelle, Toby and Amanda,
Emory, and Ahna the Ladybeast. That same
year the first incarnation of Hi Tiger, his protopunk band, is formed.

Adam Pendleton presents An Evening with
Adam Pendleton and Lorraine O’Grady at MoMA
on April 23 wherein a video Pendleton made
of his interview with O’Grady in her studio, is
projected background to O’Grady reading from
a script Pendleton edited based on excerpts
from his taped interview with her.
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